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Abstract. The development of a data warehouse system is based on a
conceptual multidimensional model, which provides a high level of ab-
straction in the accurate and expressive description of real-world sit-
uations. Once this model has been designed, the corresponding logi-
cal representation must be obtained as the basis of the implementa-
tion of the data warehouse according to one specific technology. How-
ever, there is a semantic gap between the dimension hierarchies mod-
eled in a conceptual multidimensional model and its implementation.
This gap particularly complicates a suitable treatment of summariz-
ability issues, which may in turn lead to erroneous results from busi-
ness intelligence tools. Therefore, it is crucial not only to capture ade-
quate dimension hierarchies in the conceptual multidimensional model
of the data warehouse, but also to correctly transform these multidi-
mensional structures in a summarizability-compliant representation. A
model-driven normalization process is therefore defined in this paper to
address this summarizability-aware transformation of the dimension hi-
erarchies in rich conceptual models.

1 Introduction

Business intelligence tools, such as OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing) tools
depend on the multidimensional (MD) structures of a data warehouse that al-
low analysts to explore, navigate, and aggregate information at different levels
of detail to support the decision making process. Current approaches for data
warehouse design advocate to start the development by defining a conceptual
model in order to describe real-world situations by using MD structures [13].
These structures contain two main elements. On one hand, dimensions which
specify different ways the data can be viewed, aggregated, and sorted (e.g., ac-
cording to time, store, customer, product, etc.). On the other hand, events of
interest for an analyst (e.g., sales of products, treatments of patients, duration
of processes, etc.) are represented as facts which are described in terms of a
set of measures. Every fact is based on a set of dimensions that determine the
granularity adopted for representing the fact’s measures. Dimensions, in turn,
are organized as hierarchies of levels that allow analysts to aggregate data at
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different levels of detail. Importantly, dimension hierarchies must ensure sum-
marizability, which refers to the possibility of accurately computing aggregate
values with a coarser level of detail from values with a finer level of detail. If
summarizability is violated, then incorrect results can be derived in business
intelligence tools, and therefore erroneous analysis decisions [3, 4]. In addition,
summarizability is a necessary precondition for performance optimizations based
on pre-aggregation [10].

Usually, summarizability are not solved at the conceptual level, but at late
stages of the development by using information from the data contained in the
implemented data warehouse [11, 9]. This way of proceeding poses problems to
data warehouse designers, since great efforts are required to ensure summariz-
ability due to the huge amount of data stored. However, if one tries to ensure
summarizability at the conceptual level, one typically obtains MD models that
are more difficult to understand as they contain an excessive amount of detail
that is not required in the initial design steps. As understandability must be one
inherent property of conceptual MD models, designers should be able to specify
rich conceptual models without being concerned with summarizability problems.
Then, a normalization process should be applied to transform the designed MD
model into a constrained conceptual model, which is restricted to those MD
structures that do not violate summarizability. This normalized model should
also provide a high level of expressiveness in describing real-world situations.

Bearing these considerations in mind, in this paper, we take advantage of
model-driven development to propose a comprehensive normalization process by
using widely adopted formalisms. In essence, we describe how to (i) design dif-
ferent kinds of dimension hierarchies in a conceptual model in order to easily
and understandably represent real-world situations regardless of summarizability
problems, and (ii) automatically derive equivalent normalized conceptual mod-
els, which are constrained to those kind of dimension hierarchies that do not
violate summarizability. From this normalized MD model, an implementation
that satisfies summarizability can be easily deployed in any database platform
and can be accurately queried by any business intelligence tool.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Related work is described in
Section 2. Our normalization process for ensuring summarizability in dimension
hierarchies is presented in Section 3. Finally, conclusions and potential for future
work are provided in Section 4.

2 Related Work

In [9] we present a survey on summarizability issues in MD modeling. Briefly, MD
modeling aims to represent measurable facts for real-world events under different
perspectives of detail, which are specified via dimensions. For example, using the
UML profile for MD modeling proposed in [5], Fig. 1 represents Sales via a Fact
( ) class and Date, Product, and Customer via Dimension ( Z

X

Y

) classes. Facts are
composed of measures or fact attributes, which are represented as attributes with
the FactAttribute stereotype (FA) such as Price and Quantity in Fig. 1. Moreover,



dimension levels, which allow to analyze measures at a specific level of detail, are
specified by Base classes ( B ) such as Day and Week. Associations (represented
by the stereotype Rolls-UpTo, ) between pairs of Base classes form dimension
hierarchies. Importantly, Rolls-UpTo associations between Base classes as well
as associations between Fact and Dimension classes are annotated with UML
multiplicities. E.g., the multiplicities for the association between Country and
Region in Fig. 1 indicate that every region belongs to exactly one country (“1”
in role r at the Country end) whereas there are countries (such as “Andorra”,
“Monaco”, etc.) without associated regions (“0..*” in role d at the Region end).
Finally, UML generalization relationships between Base classes can be used to
represent optional dimension levels within a hierarchy.

Fig. 1. Sample scenario.

In the context of MD data, summarizability presents a guarantee concern-
ing the correctness of aggregated measures. The notion of summarizability was
originally introduced in [12] and later characterized in [4]. As observed in [9],
minimum and maximum multiplicities of associations characterize sub-structures
where summarizability is violated. In earlier work [8], we have shown how to nor-
malize MD schemata with non-summarizable fact-dimension associations into
summarizable ones. With respect to non-summarizable Rolls-UpTo associations,
however, a similar approach still needs to be designed.



Indeed, in a fundamental work Pedersen et al. [10, 11] propose instance level
algorithms to automatically transform dimension hierarchies to achieve summa-
rizability. As this proposal works at the instance level, it is necessary to transform
the data that will populate the DW, which may involve considerable efforts of
preprocessing. In particular, ETL processes become more complex, as summariz-
ability checks must be incorporated and executed for every update. In addition,
as the data transformations produce artificial data values, data analysis becomes
more complex.

In [6, 7] the authors present a classification of different kinds of complex di-
mension hierarchies, and they define the MultiDimER model for the conceptual
design of complex MD models based on an extension of the well-known Entity-
Relationship (ER) model. The idea is that this classification guides developers
to properly capture at a conceptual level the precise semantics of different kinds
of hierarchies without being limited by current data analysis tools. Furthermore,
the authors discuss how to map these conceptual hierarchies to the relational
model (enabling implementation in commercial tools). Unfortunately, the map-
ping between the conceptual and the logical level is described informally. In
addition, the commented mapping is tool-dependent and it may vary depending
on the scenario.

3 Model-driven development of dimension hierarchies

While a conceptual MD model should represent the real world in a way that
is easy to understand and that supports discussions with end users, a logical
MD model must support the implementation in a chosen target technology
in such a way that data can be accurately analyzed. To bridge this semantic
gap, we propose a model-driven normalization process to derive an intermediate
model, which should still be expressed at the conceptual level (to avoid lim-
itations imposed by particular target models) but where MD structures that
violate summarizability conditions are replaced with summarizable alternatives
(which are typically more precise as we will see below). In particular, we address
the three types of non-summarizable Rolls-UpTo associations enumerated in [9]:
Non-strict, roll-up incomplete, drill-down incomplete

Non-strict associations are those where the maximum multiplicity at role r
is ∗ (instead of 1). For example, the association between Week and Month in
Fig. 1 is non-strict, and requires special care to avoid the well-known double
counting problem. Next, an association is drill-down incomplete if the minimum
multiplicity at role d is 0; otherwise, it is drill-down complete. For example,
the association between Country and Region in Fig. 1 is drill-down incomplete
as there are countries (such as “Andorra”, “Monaco”, etc.) without associated
regions. As explained in [9] in this case one has to be careful when drilling down
from aggregate values at the level Country towards the level Region as values for
countries without regions may not be accounted for, leading to inconsistent grand
totals. Finally, an association is roll-up incomplete if the minimum multiplicity
at role r is 0. For example, the association between Product and Category in



Fig. 1 is roll-up incomplete. As explained in [9] in this case one has to be careful
when rolling up from aggregate values at the level Product towards the level
Category as values for products that are not assigned to any category will not
be accounted for, leading again to inconsistent grand totals.

In the following subsections, we show how to carry out a normalization
process to obtain a conceptual MD model that ensures summarizability while
accurately capturing the expressiveness of the demanded real-world situation.
This process is composed of a set of transformations to obtain a normalized MD
model constrained to hierarchies that contain only those elements and relation-
ships that do not violate summarizability. For the sake of understanding, these
transformations are first defined informally and only two of them are formally
described in QVT (Query/View/Transformation) due to space constraints.

3.1 Eliminating Non-Strictness

Non-strictness is eliminated by one transformation which is based on one QVT
relation (named as nonStrictBases) that replaces all occurrences of non-strict
Rolls-UpTo associations in the source model with constructs that do not violate
summarizability. The rationale behind this QVT relation is as follows. A non-
strict association, i.e., a many-to-many relationship among dimension instances,
represents the least restrictive possible case. In fact, even if no association is de-
clared among Base classes then adding a non-strict (and incomplete) association
does not impose any additional restriction on the instances. E.g., in Fig. 1 every
Product has a Brand and may have a Category. As the relationship among Brand
and Category is not declared explicitly, we may reasonably assume to find many
Brands associated with the Products for each Category and vice versa. Hence,
we may safely add a non-strict association from Category to Brand without
changing the meaning of the model.

More generally, consider a non-strict association between Base classes b1 and
b2. On the one hand, this association is redundant and can be removed safely
if there are alternative strict Rolls-UpTo associations to b2 (which is the Base
class that causes the non-strictness). On the other, the association cannot be
removed if the Base class b2 does not play role r in some strict association. In
this latter case, removing the association would isolate b1 from b2. Moreover, in
this case the instances of b2 are in a many-to-many relationship not only with b1

but also with all Base classes that roll-up from (possibly transitively) b1. This
many-to-many relation is naturally expressed by moving b2 into a newly created
dimension, which again leads to the removal of the non-strict association.

As an example for a many-to-many relation that should be represented via
a newly created dimension, assume that Products in the scenario of Fig. 1 are
books for which the authors are of interest. Then, we may add the Base class
Author along with a non-strict association from Book to Author (see Fig. 2(a)).

Although such an association allows to represent the relationship between
books and their authors, this relationship is unrelated to the sales of individual
books. Besides, computing sales volumes per author based on that relationship
may easily lead to summarizability problems due to double counting. Hence, our



(a) Excerpt of the source model. (b) Excerpt of the target model.

Fig. 2. Newly created dimension for eliminating non-strictness: the Book sales example.

normalization process removes Author from the Fact class Sales and transforms
the non-strict association into the natural many-to-many relationship of a newly
created fact, in this example into a two-dimensional Fact class NewFact with
Dimension classes Book and Author. As Dimension class Book is common to
both facts, queries involving Sales for Authors are still possible via drill-across
operations. Moreover, to support summarizable queries, the designer may want
to manually add additional measures, e.g., each author’s share per book, to the
new fact schema. The target model is shown in Fig. 2(b).

The nonStrictBases relation is shown in Fig. 3(a). It checks that there is a
non-strict Rolls-UpTo association between two Base classes (b1 and b2) in the
source model (multiplicity ∗ in the role r) in order to create the appropriate
elements in the target model to obtain a representation without non-strict as-
sociations. The two cases concerning the treatment of non-strict associations
explained above are captured by a condition that must hold to execute this re-
lation (see when clause of Fig. 3(a)). This condition checks whether Base class
b2 plays role r in some strict association in the source model. On the one hand,
if this condition does not hold then the QVT relation is not launched, and no
new Rolls-UpTo association is created in the target model, since the two Base
classes are related via a many-to-many relationship by default. On the other,
if the condition is satisfied then b2 does not play role r in some strict associ-
ation. In this case, a new Fact class f is created which is associated with two
new Dimension classes: d1 and d2. Specifically, d1 corresponds to the Dimension
class related to the Base classes b1 and b2 of the source model, while d2 is a new
Dimension class whose defining Base class is b2p (which is a copy of the Base
class that causes the non-strictness in the source model b2).

After the execution of the nonStrictBases relation, an excerpt of the target
model related to the Date dimension is shown in Fig. 4(a). Here, the non-strict
Rolls-UpTo association between Month and Week has disappeared, since in this



s.rollBase().getDrilledDownBases()->size()=0;
Class(b1.relatedDimension(),d1);
Class(b2,b2p);

when

nonStrictBases

MD

C E
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s :Rolls-upTo
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sR: Property

name = ‘r’
upper = *
lower = rl

sD: Property

b2: Base
name=n_b2

b1: Base
name=n_b1

name = ‘d’
upper = du
lower = dl

fd2: Association
<<domain>>

pD2: Property
appregation=’shared’

pbD: Property

a: Association

pbB: Property

b2p: Base

name=n_b2

d2: Dimension
name=n_b2

pF2: Property

f: Fact
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pF1: Property

d1: Dimension

name=’NewFact’

(a) Eliminating non-strictness.

rollUpIncompleteBases
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name = ‘r’
upper = ru
lower = 0

sD: Property

b2: Base
name=n_b2

b1: Base
name=n_b1

name = ‘d’
upper = du
lower = dl

specific

r :Rolls-upTo

<<domain>>

pbR: Property

name = ‘r’
upper = ru
lower = 1

pbD: Property

name = ‘d’
upper = du
lower = dl

b3: Base
name=n_b1+’w’+n_b2

b4: Base
name=n_b1+’wo’+n_b2

g1: Generalization

g2: Generalization

specific

b1p: Base
general

general

b2p: Base

Class(b2,b2p);
Class(b1,b1p);

when

(b) Eliminating roll up incompleteness.

Fig. 3. QVT relations for normalizing hierarchies.

way both Bases classes are already many-to-many related, and there is no need
for the creation of a new Fact class. The remaining parts of the source model that
do not present non-strictness problems are copied directly to the target model. It
is worth noting that all the possible strict Rolls-UpTo association between Base
classes are assumed to be explicitly modeled in the source model and they will
also appear in the target model. In this way, analysis capabilities of the source
model are not negatively affected. Anyway, if users would still like to navigate
between aggregate values by means of a non-strict relationship, then a new type
of association could be added to the conceptual model; such “navigational” arcs,
however, would need special support from implementing OLAP tools and are
beyond the scope of this paper.

With respect to the soundness of the nonStrictBases relation shown in Fig. 3(a)
we focus on the non-strict association of the source model, say association s be-
tween b1 and b2, which is represented differently in the target model. We consider
two cases: First, the QVT relation just removes the non-strict association. In this
case, the when clause of the relation assures that b2 is alternatively reachable
via strict Rolls-UpTo associations. Hence, in the target model both Base classes
still belong to a common dimension hierarchy, where all pairs of Base classes are
related via many-to-many relationships by default as we have explained above,
and there is no loss of information when removing the non-strict association.
Second, the QVT relation creates a new Fact class to represent the many-to-
many relationship. In this case, the associations between instances of b1 and b2

of the source model are simply stored as instances of the new Fact class in the
target model. Hence, the information that can be represented under the source
model can also be represented under the target model.

3.2 Eliminating Roll-up Incompleteness

In line with the general analysis concerning optional properties for conceptual
design in [1] we argue that multiplicities of 0 should be avoided in understandable



(a) Normalized Date dimension. (b) Normalized Product dimension.

Fig. 4. Examples of normalized hierarchies.

conceptual models whenever possible. Instead, we advocate to apply generaliza-
tion for conceptual MD modeling as well. To eliminate roll-up incompleteness,
the transformation is based on one QVT relation that replaces all occurrences
of roll-up incomplete Rolls-UpTo associations in the source model with general-
ization constructs. In this case, the optional Base class (which has multiplicity
0 at the role r) should be associated with a suitable sub-class in a generalization
between Base classes: one to reflect instances with the optional property and
the other one to reflect instances without that property.

The corresponding QVT relation (rollUpIncompleteBases) is shown in Fig. 3(b).
It checks roll-up incompleteness in the Rolls-UpTo association between Base
classes in the source model. Specifically, if a 0 multiplicity is detected in the role
r of a Rolls-UpTo association s between two Base classes b1 (e.g., Product in
Fig. 1) and b2 (e.g., Category in Fig. 1), then the relation enforces the creation of
new elements in the target model as follows: Two new Base classes b1p and b2p
that correspond to the source Base classes b1 and b2, respectively. In addition,
two new Base sub-classes of b1p, namely b3 and b4, are created via new general-
ization relationships g1 and g2. Here, b3 reflects the instances of its super-class
b1p that are associated with some instance of the optional Base class b2p, and
b4 reflects the remaining instances of b1p. Furthermore, the roll-up incomplete
association s between b1 and b2 is replaced with a roll-up complete association
r between b3 and b2p.

After the execution of the rollUpIncompleteBases relation, an excerpt of the
target model related to the Product dimension is shown in Fig. 4(b). Here, two
new Base classes, ProductWCategory and ProductWOCategory, are created to
reflect those products that belong to a category or not, respectively. Again, those



parts of the source model that do not present roll-up incompleteness problems
are copied directly to the target model.

With respect to the soundness of the rollUpIncompleteBases relation, we
focus on the roll-up incomplete association of the source model, say association
s between b1 in the role d and b2 in the role r, which is represented differently
in the target model. First, b1 and b2 are still present in the target model (as
b1p and b2p). Moreover, if an instance of b1 is not related to any instance of b2

(which exemplifies the incompleteness of the association) then this instance is
simply stored as an instance of the same class under the target model (i.e. b1p)
and as an instance of its subclass b4. If, however, an instance i1 of b1 is related
to some instance i2 of b2 in the source model, then in the target model i1 will
be an instance of b1p and simultaneously an instance of b1p’s sub-class b3. Now,
this sub-class b3 has a roll-up complete association with b2p, which allows to
retrieve the associated instance i2 in the target model. Hence, the information
that can be represented under the source model can also be represented under
the target model.

3.3 Eliminating Drill-down Incompleteness

The transformation that eliminates drill-down incompleteness is based on one
QVT relation that replaces all occurrences of drill-down incomplete Rolls-UpTo
associations with normalized elements Due to space constraints this transforma-
tion is not shown, but the rationale of this QVT relation is removing summa-
rizability problems by using generalization constructs. In this way, the optional
Base class (which has multiplicity 0 at the role d, e.g., Region in Fig. 1) should
be associated with a sub-class in a generalization between Base classes.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

Data warehouse designers have to make a great effort in defining dimension
hierarchies that accurately reflect real-world situations in a MD model, whilst
summarizability problems are avoided. In this paper, we have described a normal-
ization approach for ensuring that the implemented MD model will be queried
without the summarizability problems derived from the dimension hierarchies.
Following our approach, designers can define dimension hierarchies that violate
summarizability conditions in a conceptual model by using our UML profile. This
conceptual model reflects real-world situations in an understandable way. Later,
several transformations can be applied to automatically obtain a normalized MD
model whose dimension hierarchies do not allow situations that attempt against
summarizability, thus avoiding erroneous analysis of data.

Finally, we remark that the multidimensional normal forms defined in [2],
which formalize quality aspects of MD models, deal with schemata with an
expressiveness that is similar to the one of our normalized models. However,
so far there is no work that considers the definition of such normal forms for
semantically rich conceptual models. As an avenue for future work it appears



attractive to define normal forms at the level of our normalized model: The
generalization constructs included in this level enable a simplified treatment of
optional levels (in [2], generalization is “simulated” by a careful application of
context dependencies).

Our planned future work consists of evaluating and giving mechanisms to
deal with the notion of “type compatibility” for summarizability of [4], which
checks that the statistical function associated with the measure is summarizable
according to the type of the measure and the type of the related dimensions.
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